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Abstract
Active three-dimensional vision is concerned with extracting information from the geometry and the texture of the
visible surfaces in a scene, reasoning about the data and finally, communicating the results. In order to take full
advantage of these vision systems, one must understand not only their advantages but also their limitations. This
paper covers some issues that must be addressed before embarking in a 3D scanning project.
1
Introduction
In the last twenty years, many advances have been made in the field of solid-state electronics, photonics,
computer vision and computer graphics. Non-contact three-dimensional (3D) measurement techniques like those
based on structured light and passive stereo are examples of fields that have benefited from all of these
developments (Handbook 1999). These non-contact measurement techniques have found widespread use in
heritage, environment modeling, virtual reality, and many industrial fields. Figure 1 shows a classification of noncontact measurement strategies that rely on light waves. In the case of passive techniques (that use ambient light),
only visible features with discernable texture gradients like on intensity edges are measured. Laser-based systems
are used to structure the environment in order to acquire dense range maps from visible surfaces that are rather
featureless to the naked eye or a video camera. Hence, the 3D information becomes relatively insensitive to
background illumination and surface texture. This paper reviews the basic principles that underline the majority of
active 3D vision systems. Some pointers are presented in order for the reader to become more critical when
picking a 3D vision system. The target application is in the context of cultural heritage (Godin 2002). Concluding
remarks appear at the end of the paper.
2

Representations of three-dimensional surfaces
The simplest way of representing and storing surface coordinates of a scene is with the use of a depth map. A

depth map is like a grey scale image generated by a 2D camera except that the z information replaces the intensity
information. If the elements of the image are organized so that for a given 3D coordinate all the coordinates
surrounding it are physically neighbours of that coordinate, then we have an organized point cloud. If a grey scale
value is assigned to each surface element (e.g. using a triangular patch) according to their slope angles, then this
method provides a way to artificially shade an image in order to highlight surface details.
3

Three-dimensional sensing
•

Triangulation
Triangles are the basis of many measurement techniques, from basic geodesic measurements performed in

ancient Greece to more modern laser-based 3D cameras. The Greek philosopher Thales (6th century BC) has
been credited with the discovery of five theorems in geometry. Two of which are used to solve the triangulation
equations in a triangulation-based range camera: opposite angles of intersecting straight lines and the cosines law.
Triangulation is used in applications requiring an operating range that is less than 10 meters. For ranges between
2 m and 10 m, there are a limited number of triangulation-based sensors available commercially. The geometrical

principle of optical triangulation is shown in Fig. 2a. Knowing two angles (α and ∆β) of a triangle relative to its base
(baseline d) determines the shape of the triangle. For an incremental change of distance, ∆z, one measures the
change ∆β (assuming α constant) using the theorem of opposite angles. The angle sensor shown on that figure is
in fact a solid-state image sensor. To measure a profile, one needs to scan the spot.
To show the limitations of triangulation, people approximate the measurement uncertainty of the error in z by
the law of propagation of errors. One finds, that the measurement uncertainty in z is inversely proportional to both
the camera baseline and the effective focal length of the lens, but directly proportional to the square of the
distance. Unfortunately, f o and d cannot be made as large as desired. The baseline d is limited mainly by the
mechanical structure of the optical set-up (stability of the whole system decreases as d increases) and by shadow
effects (self occlusion problems increase with d ). Rioux 1994 presents an innovative approach to triangulationbased range imaging that allows very large fields of view without compromising the performance of the system. In
order to acquire a full 3D image, one has to either move the scanner or use another technique that yields full field
3D measurements. Galvanometer-based systems use two mirrors to raster scan a scene. Depending on the
application, line scanners can be mounted on rotation, translation stages or coordinate measuring machines
(CMM). Finally multi-line laser projection and coded pattern projection systems are also used for full field 3D
cameras (Handbook 1999). Moiré effect is another 3D technique.
•

Time delay
A fundamental property of light waves is their velocity of propagation. In a given medium, light waves travel

with a finite and constant velocity. Thus the measurement of time delays created by light traveling in a medium
from a source to a reflective target surface and back to the source (round trip) offers a very convenient way to
evaluate distance. With an approximated speed of light of 3×108 m/sec, then, 3.33 nanoseconds correspond to
about 1 meter. Interesting enough, 3D systems based on time delay measurement are used either for very small
fields of view (< 10 mm) or very large ones (> 10 m). For ranges between 0.2 m and 10 m, there is a limited
number of this type of sensor available commercially. Long-range sensors (range exceeding 10 meters) are usually
based on the time-of-flight (TOF) technology (also known as laser radar or lidar for short). The camera to object
distance (z) is measured by sending a relatively short impulse of light on a reflective surface and measuring the
round trip, τ, z=c*τ/2. If one wants a resolution of 1 mm then a time delay of about 3.33 picoseconds will have to be
measured. Most commercial systems provide a resolution of about 10 mm to 100 mm. Other systems based on
continuous wave (CW) modulation get around the measurement of short pulses by modulating the power of the
laser beam. Again the modulated signal is projected onto a surface, the scattered light is collected and a circuit
measures the phase difference between the two waveforms and hence a time delay. For instance, with a
frequency of 10MHz and a phase resolution of 0.01 degree (not too difficult with standard electronics), the
resolution in z is about 0.5 mm. Because the returned wave cannot be associated with a specific part of the original
signal, it is not possible to derive the absolute distance information from a simple CW method. This is known as the
ambiguity interval. To get around the inconvenience of a range ambiguity interval, one can use multiple frequency
waveforms.
• Interferometric
The high coherence of laser light is very helpful in measurement involving interference of light beams. If a light
beam is divided into two parts (reference and measuring) that travel different paths, when the beams are combined
together interference fringes are produced. Such devices are called laser interferometers. Very small

displacements (in the order of a fraction of wavelengths) can be detected (using coherent detection), and longer
distances can be also measured with low measurement uncertainty (Handbook 1999).
4

Performance evaluation of laser-based triangulation sensors
•

Laser beam propagation
Optical triangulation resolution is limited by the diffraction of the laser light. Even in the best emitting

conditions (single mode) the laser light does not maintain collimation with distance. In fact, the smaller the laser
beam, the bigger is the divergence produced by diffraction. Fig. 2b illustrates that constraint. The solid line shows
the relationship between the X and Y axes resolution (direction perpendicular to the laser projection) and the
physical dimensions of the object to be scanned. Figure 3 presents results obtained with our laser scanner.
•

Measurement uncertainty
Diffraction limits impose a constraint on the resolving power along the X and Y-axes as described above, but

along the range axis (Z) one could expect a continuous improvement as the amount of laser power is increased.
Unfortunately this is not the case; indeed the coherence of the laser light produces damaging interference effects
that limit the resolving power of a position sensor Fig. 2b. This is known as the speckle effect.
• Calibration
The calibration of any range camera is concerned with the extraction of the internal parameters of the range
camera when a mathematical model exists (focal length, lens distortions, scanning parameters, etc.) or with a
mapping of the distortions in a look-up table when some elements cannot be modelled very well. After this phase,
the range measurements are available in a rectangular co-ordinate system. After the calibration process, the
accuracy, repeatability and measurement uncertainties of the range camera can be determined. This is the
verification stage.
5

Conclusion
We reviewed some of the basic principles behind 3D range cameras: from simple trigonometric relations to

parameters involved in the digitizing of a 3D object. The purpose of measuring 3D objects and sites could be for
documentation, inspection or visualisation and possibly all of them. The potential of active 3D vision for
applications in heritage or as an input to virtualized reality environments was discussed. Real world acquisition and
modeling is now possible. Technological advances are such that difficulties are more of a logistical nature than
technology per se. Additional information on commercial 3D digitizing systems is available on the following web
site: http://www.vit.iit.nrc.ca/Pages_Html/English/Links.html
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Figures

Figure 1. Classification of non-contact 3D surface measurement techniques based on light waves.

a)

b)
Figure 2. Principle of active triangulation: a) a triangulation-based laser probe, b) physical limits of 3D
optical measurements based on laser projection and triangulation.
Figure 3 Shaded 3D model of a fragile
cuneiform tablets can be interactively
examined and the writing “unwrapped” for
study. The X-Y resolution is 0.05 mm and Z
uncertainty is about 0.009 mm.

